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Acquisition Information
Materials in this collection were collected by the CSU Archivist. It is a growing collection.

Processing Information

History
In 1979, the California State University and College Board of Trustees, with an eye on the up coming 20th anniversary of CSU system, established the California State University and Colleges Historical Archives Project. The project, which became the California State University Historical Archives, is housed at CSU Dominguez Hills. The archive was established to include selected materials related to the origins and development (approximately 1958-present) of the CSU system as a whole and deemed of historical significance.

The advisory board was established also in 1979 to assist in identifying materials for the collection and to provide advice on the over all support and development of the archives. Membership on the Advisory Committee consists of 15 persons drawn from present and past trustees, retired presidents, faculty leaders, CSU historians, and members of the general public. The Chancellor and the President of CSUDH serve as ex-officio members. The committee meets at least annually with additional meeting possible by a call from the chairman.

Scope and Content
The records contained in the Collection of the CSU Historical Archives Advisory Committee date from 1962 to the present but mostly concern 1981-1997. These records provide insight into the concerns and activities of CSU Archives Advisory Committee, which was developed to support and advise the CSU Historical Archives. Additionally, the records document the growth and ongoing development of CSU's system wide. Materials include the Archives' finances, records of management procedures, general policies and procedures, correspondence generated by the Advisory Committee members and the CSU Archives and records of the committee's progress reports and membership lists. Also included are minutes from CSU Archives Advisory Committee meetings and records of the CSU Archives Oral History Project. Included are grant
applications and some illustrative material.
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**California State University Historical Archives Advisory Committee Papers, 1962-[ongoing] 1981-1997**

Physical Description: 2 linear feet

- Container HA001, ID 10352
  - **Correspondence 1979-1980**
- Container HA001, ID 10353
  - **Correspondence 1980-1981**
- Container HA001, ID 10354
  - **Correspondence 1981-1982**
- Container HA001, ID 10355
  - **Correspondence 1982-1983**
- Container HA001, ID 10356
  - **Correspondence (2 folders) 1983-1984**
- Container HA001, ID 10357
  - **Correspondence 1984-1985**
- Container HA001, ID 10358
  - **Correspondence 1985-1986**
- Container HA001, ID 10359
  - **Correspondence 1986-1987**
- Container HA001, ID 10360
  - **Correspondence 1987-1988**
- Container HA001, ID 10361
  - **Correspondence 1988-1989**
- Container HA001, ID 10362
  - **Correspondence 1989-1990**
- Container HA001, ID 10363
  - **Correspondence 1990-1991**
- Container HA001, ID 10364
  - **Correspondence 1991-1992**
- Container HA001, ID 10365
  - **Correspondence 1992-1993**
- Container HA001, ID 10366
  - **Correspondence 1993-1994**
- Container HA001, ID 10367
  - **Correspondence 1994-1995**
- Container HA001, ID 10368
  - **Correspondence 1995-1996**
- Container HA001, ID 10369
  - **Correspondence 1996-1997**
- Container HA001, ID 10370
  - **Correspondence 2002**
- Container HA001, ID 10371
  - **CSU Archives Advisory Committee; Agenda and Minutes 1980, October 14**
Container HA002, ID 10402
Correspondence 1984-1985

Container HA002, ID 10403
Correspondence 1985-1986

Container HA002, ID 10404
Correspondence 1986-1987

Container HA002, ID 10405
Correspondence: Chancellor's Office 1987

Container HA002, ID 10406
Correspondence: Chancellor's Office 1988

Container HA002, ID 10407
Correspondence: Chancellor's Office 1995

Container HA002, ID 10408
Correspondence: Chancellor's Office 1996

Container HA002, ID 10409
Correspondence: Chancellor's Office 1997

Container HA002, ID 10410
CSUC Archives Group 1980-1981

Container HA002, ID 10411
CSUC Archives Group 1980-1981

Container HA002, ID 10412
CSUC Archives Group 1980-1983

Container HA002, ID 10413
Dedication (Audio Cassette) 1981, September 15

Container HA002, ID 10414
Early Forms 1980’s

Container HA002, ID 10415
Inventory Records; Chancellor’s Office 1983, August 22

Container HA002, ID 10416
Meeting Minutes 1981-1986

Container HA002, ID 10417
Meeting Minutes 1984-1988

Container HA002, ID 10418
Meeting Minutes 1988, October

Container HA002, ID 10419
Meeting Minutes 1988, March 18

Container HA002, ID 10420
Meeting Minutes 2001, March 15

Container HA002, ID 10421
Membership 1993-1994

Container HA002, ID 10422
Oral History Grant Proposal 1992

Container HA002, ID 10423
Oral History Project 1986-1987

Container HA002, ID 10424
Oral History Project 1987

Container HA002, ID 10425

Container HA002, ID 10426

Container HA002, ID 10427
Oral History Program Manual 2nd Edition nd

Container HA002, ID 10428
Subcommittee on Five Year Budget Plan 1984

Container HA002, ID 10429
Working Papers 1982-1983